
        

        
    


            

            

            

            

    
    
        
            

            
                                        
            Already a PRIME member?
                                
            Sign In
        
                            

        

    


    

        

            

                 


                

                    	
                            
                                What is

                                Prime?

                                                                It’s the ultimate IGN pass. Get exclusive content, games & more for about the cost of a single latté each month.

                                                                View Plans & Pricing
                            

                        
	
                            
                                IGN PRIME

                                Closed Beta

                                                                    PS All Stars

                                                                Who's really the best? Find out for yourself.

                                                                    Get a taste of the full game with 2v2 and 4 player online tournaments
                                                                View Plans & Pricing
                            

                        
	
                            
                                IGN PRIME

                                Closed Beta

                                                                    Hawken

                                                                War Is A Machine

                                                                    Get your key and battle mech ready for the October 26th exclusive closed beta
                                                                View Plans & Pricing
                            

                        
	
                            
                                IGN PRIME

                                Closed Beta

                                                                    Primal Carnage

                                                                It's Man versus Dinosaur in the Ultimate Fight for Dominance

                                                                    Get your key today and fight for your life. Which side will you choose?
                                                                View Plans & Pricing
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                        Get FREE access to exclusive content and say "smell ya later" to intrusive ads.

                        FREE access to IGN mobile and Xbox® apps, and FREE downloadable WIKI guides. Also, we know you don’t like ads. PRIME members get to turn off all the intrusive and pre-roll ads on IGN.com! Woo!
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                        Love FREE games? So do we!

                        Get in on the action early, with exclusive closed Betas (even pre-Betas!), a FREE Indie Game every month, and FREE in-game items.
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                        Want to save money on gaming stuff? Of course you do!

                        Save 10% on Astro Gaming headsets so you can rock out in hi-def sound and not wake the neighbors. Want to get a killer new gaming rig? Save up to $200 on Origin PC’s! We are always working to save you bucks on the stuff you want.
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                This year, PRIME members have scored:            

            
                
                    $1.2m

                    in FREE Indie Games

                

                
                    14

                    Closed Betas

                

                
                    No Ads!

                    on IGN.com & mobile apps

                

            

        


        
            View Plans & Pricing
        


    



    